Abstract. Using mass-selected ion deposition combined with in situ infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), we examined the reactive landing of gramicidin S and ubiquitin ions onto activated self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces terminated with N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester (NHS-SAM) and acyl fluoride (COF-SAM) groups. Doubly protonated gramicidin S, [ , were used as model systems, allowing us to explore the effect of the number of free amino groups and the secondary structure on the efficiency of covalent bond formation between the projectile ion and the surface. For all projectile ions, ion deposition resulted in the depletion of IRRAS bands corresponding to the terminal groups on the SAM and the appearance of several new bands not associated with the deposited species. These new bands were assigned to the C=O stretching vibrations of COOH and COO − groups formed on the surface as a result of ion deposition. The presence of these bands was attributed to an alternative reactive landing pathway that competes with covalent bond formation. This pathway with similar yields for both gramicidin S and ubiquitin ions is analogous to the hydrolysis of the NHS ester bond in solution. The covalent bond formation efficiency increased linearly with the number of free amino groups and was found to be lower for the more compact conformation of ubiquitin compared with the fully unfolded conformation. This observation was attributed to the limited availability of amino groups on the surface of the folded conformation. Our results have provided new insights on the efficiency and mechanism of reactive landing of peptides and proteins onto activated SAMs.
Introduction

P
reparative mass spectrometry enables precisely controlled physical and chemical modification of solid and liquid materials through collisions of hyperthermal (<150 eV) mass-selected ions with surfaces [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Physical modification is performed using ion soft-landing, a process where intact projectile ions are deposited onto surfaces with or without charge retention [7] . Ion soft-landing has been used to deposit a wide range of complex molecules, including peptides [8, 9] , proteins [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , organometallics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , and clusters [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Meanwhile, chemical modification of surfaces can be achieved using reactive landing, where a bond is formed between the projectile ion and the surface [25] [26] [27] . Although many surfaces are well suited for ion deposition experiments, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic molecules on solid conductive surfaces are popular targets because of their ease of use, reproducibility, and wide selection of terminal functional groups that can be used to control both the reactivity and physical properties of the surface [28] . Reactive landing experiments have been performed on a variety of surfaces [12, [25] [26] [27] [29] [30] [31] [32] . We are particularly interested in reactive landing of complex multifunctional ions onto activated SAMs terminated by good leaving groups that are substantially more reactive than other SAMs [29, 33, 34] . Reactions of complex gaseous ions, including peptides, dendrimers, and amines with alkylthiol SAMs terminated with N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester (NHS-SAM) and acyl fluoride (COF-SAM) groups, have been examined experimentally [33] [34] [35] [36] , whereas reaction dynamics between peptides and SAMs have been explored theoretically using SAMs terminated with aldehyde (CHO-SAM) and acyl chloride (COCl-SAM) groups [37, 38] .
Covalent immobilization of peptides and proteins to solid supports is of interest to the development of protein microarray technology [39, 40] synthesis of biocompatible coatings [41, 42] , and applications in biosensing [43, 44] , among others. Although solution-phase techniques traditionally are used for covalent attachment of proteins to surfaces, the majority of these techniques require relatively large amounts of purified materials that are not always available. In contrast, preparative mass spectrometry can be used for separation and purification of low-abundance species present in complex mixtures, which would greatly simplify the sample preparation stage and enable deposition of high-purity peptide and protein arrays with precise control over the positions of individual spots [11, 45] . We previously demonstrated efficient reactive landing of complex ions containing several reactive functional groups onto NHS-SAM and COF-SAM surfaces [33, 34, 36, 46] . Furthermore, reactive landing of Ac-A 15 K peptide onto NHS-SAM resulted in covalent immobilization of the α-helical peptide with retention of its stable gas-phase conformation on the surface [45] .
NHS-amine chemistry has been extensively used for peptide and protein derivatization both in the gas phase [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] and in solution [52] [53] [54] [55] , as well as for protein immobilization on supports [39, [56] [57] [58] . The reaction involves a nucleophilic attack on a carbonyl carbon by a neutral primary amine and, therefore, is pH-dependent in solution. For example, McLuckey and co-workers demonstrated that in solution at pH 5, only the N-terminal amino group of peptide/protein is reactive towards NHS esters, whereas the reactivity of amino groups of lysine side chains is suppressed by protonation [48] . In contrast, lysine side chains are preferentially derivatized using ion-ion reactions between positively charged peptide ions and sulfo-NHS anions in the gas phase [48] . Although the N-terminus was found to be unreactive in positive mode, covalent bond formation was observed in negative mode [48] . This difference in the reactivity of the N-terminal amino group was attributed to its participation in hydrogen bonding interactions affected by the proximity of protonated side chains. Similarly, it has been demonstrated that in reactive landing experiments, the ε-amino group of lysine is involved in covalent attachment of gaseous peptide ions onto NHS-SAM, whereas the N-terminal amino group is unreactive [34] . This conclusion was based on the relative reactive landing yields obtained for several small linear and cyclic peptides with and without lysine residue.
Larger peptide and protein ions typically contain multiple lysine side chains that can participate in covalent bond formation. We previously demonstrated efficient reactive landing of complex multifunctional molecules onto NHS-SAM using several generations of polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer ions containing multiple amino groups as model systems [36] . We found that reactive landing efficiency increases linearly with an increase in the number of terminal amino groups on the dendrimer surface. In this study, we examined the reactivity of gramicidin S, a cyclic peptide (cyclo-LFPVOLFPVO) that contains two amino groups of the ornithine residues that can react with activated SAMs, and a small protein, ubiquitin, that contains seven reactive lysine residues. We demonstrate that similar to dendrimer ions, the reactive landing efficiency of peptides and proteins is proportional to the number of amino groups. However, unlike dendrimers, reactive landing of peptides and proteins opens up a competing reaction channel that does not result in covalent bond formation between the projectile ion and the surface. Instead, the second channel observed in this study is analogous to the hydrolysis of the NHS ester bond in solution.
Experimental
Preparation of Activated Self-Assembled Monolayer Surfaces
Dithiobis (succinimidyl undecanoate) was purchased from Dojindo Molecular Technologies (Gaithersburg, MD, USA). 16-Mercaptohexadecanoic acid was purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Cyanuric fluoride (98% packed under argon) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA, USA). Dichloromethane (99%) was purchased from Acros Organics (Morris Plains, NJ, USA). All of the chemicals were used without further purification. SAMs were prepared on 10 × 10-mm silicon wafers with 100-nm gold layer deposited on top of a 10-nm chromium adhesion layer (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA, USA). Gold-coated surfaces were cleaned in an ultraviolet/ozone cleaner and immediately immersed in 1-mM solutions of the corresponding thiols. NHS-SAM was prepared by immersing a surface in a 1-mM dithiol solution in methylene dichloride:ethanol (20:80 v/v) for 12 h, whereas COOH-SAM was prepared using a 1-mM solution of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid in ethanol. The substrates were removed from the thiol solutions, ultrasonically washed in ethanol (NHS-SAM) or 10% v/v acetic acid in ethanol (COOH-SAM) to remove physisorbed molecules from the SAM surface, and dried under a nitrogen stream. The acyl fluoride-terminated SAM (COF-SAM) was prepared via derivatization of the COOH-SAM using a literature procedure [59] . Namely, the COOH-SAM was immersed in a mixture of 4 μL cyanuric acid, 100 μL pyridine, and 10 mL dichloromethane for 1 h at room temperature, ultrasonically washed in ethanol, and dried under a nitrogen stream. This procedure is known to result in complete derivatization of COOH terminal groups on a SAM surface [59] .
Reactive Landing of Peptide and Protein Ions
Gramicidin S and bovine ubiquitin were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and used as received. [ Reactive landing experiments were performed using the ion deposition apparatus described in detail elsewhere [35, 61] . This instrument enables in situ IRRAS characterization of surfaces during and after ion soft-landing. Charged droplets produced in an ESI source undergo desolvation in a heated inlet maintained at~100°C to generate positively charged ions of analyte molecules. Ions are transferred into vacuum through an electrodynamic ion funnel, focused in a collisional quadrupole (CQ), and mass selected using a commercial quadrupole mass filter (Extrel, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Mass-selected ions exiting the mass filter are refocused and positioned using two Einzel lenses before colliding with the surface located in a vacuum chamber maintained at 6 × 10 −5 Torr. The nominal collision energy per charge of the ion, defined as the potential difference between the direct current offset of CQ and the surface, was kept at~30 eV. Our previous study demonstrated that for multiply charged dendrimer ions, the reactive landing efficiency is only weakly dependent on the collision energy of the projectile ion [36] . The number of deposited ions was estimated based on the ion current measured on the deposition target assuming that all ions are retained on the surface.
In Situ Surface Characterization Using Infrared Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy
Grazing-incidence IRRAS experiments were performed using a Bruker Vertex 70 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker Optics, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. The experimental platform is described in detail in our previous study [35] . Briefly, IRRAS spectra are obtained by directing infrared light onto the SAM sample positioned inside the vacuum chamber. Infrared light exiting the spectrometer is deflected using a flat, gold-coated mirror and focused using a 90°gold-coated parabolic mirror with a 50-mm diameter and focal length of 400 mm. The light then passes the mid-infrared (MIR) KRS-5 wire grid polarizer and is transferred into the vacuum system through the wedged ZnSe vacuum viewport (Laser Optex Inc., Beijing, China). The surface is positioned in the focal point of the parabolic mirror. Reflected light leaves the vacuum system through the second ZnSe viewport and is focused onto the MCT detector using the second parabolic mirror. In this study, spectra were obtained at a resolution of 4 cm −1 using p-polarized light. The angle of incidence was 80°w ith respect to the surface normal. The infrared beam path was purged with nitrogen gas. IRRAS spectra were recorded every 10 min by averaging 512 scans corresponding to an acquisition time of 2 min/spectrum. Water subtraction and baseline correction were performed using OPUS software.
Fitting the IRRAS spectra was performed using Excel. Specifically, spectral data in the 1000-2200 cm −1 region were reproduced with a sum of nine Lorentzian curves providing the positions and intensities of the major bands observed in this region of the IRRAS spectrum. All time-resolved IRRAS data obtained in one experiment were simultaneously analyzed. The best fit was obtained by minimizing sums of squares of deviations between the experimental and simulated curves in Excel's Solver using the generalized reduced gradient (GRG) nonlinear algorithm. Fitting involved iterative optimization of the band positions, widths, and intensities of individual components until the best fit was obtained, assuming both the position and width of each band did not change as a function of time.
Results and Discussion
In this study, we examined reactive landing of the doubly protonated gramicidin S, [ , onto activated NHS-SAM and COF-SAM surfaces. Our previous studies demonstrated efficient covalent attachment of peptide ions to NHS-SAM via an unprotonated ε-amino group of a lysine side chain and only a minor yield of reactive landing through an Nterminal amino group [33, 34] . Furthermore, we found no evidence of peptide binding to NHS-SAM through other side chains. Efficient reactive landing also has been reported for PAMAM dendrimer ions decorated with free amino groups [36] . Interestingly, for dendrimer ions, the reactive landing efficiency increased in proportion to the number of terminal functional groups on the surface. Peptide and protein ions often contain multiple amino groups available for reactions with SAM surfaces. However, these groups may not be available for reaction because of protonation, hydrogen bonding interactions, and the higher-order (secondary, tertiary) structure of the ion. Model systems used in this study, gramicidin S and ubiquitin, allowed us to examine the effect of the number of amino groups and protein conformation on reactive landing efficiency.
Two charge states of ubiquitin, 5+ and 13+, were selected to represent compact and elongated conformations, respectively [62] [63] [64] . Previously, we demonstrated that the initial charge state of ubiquitin has a measurable effect on its conformation on the surface with a higher abundance of β-sheet and helical conformations observed for the respective 5+ and 13+ charge states [60] . Furthermore, we found that for both peptide and dendrimer ions, the reactive landing efficiency is independent of the initial charge state [33, 34, 36] . This observation was attributed to neutralization of projectile ions during collision with NHS-SAM. Similar to peptide and dendrimer ions, assuming protein ions undergo partial neutralization during deposition, we hypothesize that exposure of lysine side chains controlled by the secondary structure of deposited ubiquitin ions is a major factor that may have a pronounced effect on reactive landing efficiency. Specifically, it is reasonable to assume that in the elongated conformation of the 13+ charge state, lysine residues are fully exposed and available for reactive landing. Meanwhile, lysine residues are partially shielded in the more compact native-like conformation of the 5+ charge state [65] . Differences in the neutralization efficiency of the 5+ and 13+ charge states of ubiquitin ions will have an opposing effect on reactive landing efficiency with the higher charge state expected to be less reactive than the lower charge state.
The efficiency and mechanisms of reactive landing were explored using in situ IRRAS characterization of surfaces during ion deposition. In these experiments, mass-selected
, and [U + 13H] 13+ ions were deposited onto two different activated SAMs (NHS-SAM and COF-SAM). Time-resolved IRRAS spectra were acquired at regular intervals during ion deposition. The kinetic energy of the ions was 30 eV/charge corresponding to the nominal kinetic energy of 60 eV, 150 eV, and 390 eV for the 2+, 5+, and 13+ ions, respectively. Of note is that time-resolved IRRAS experiments are always conducted with the surface at the ground potential and ion's nominal kinetic energy is determined by the offset of the collisional quadrupole. Different ion optics without optical access to the surface is used when biasing the surface off the ground potential is necessary. High nominal kinetic energies used in this study are typical for reactive landing of protein ions [12] . Although the ion's kinetic energy may affect reactive landing efficiency [25, 34] , our previous study demonstrated that for both singly and doubly charged peptide ions the nominal kinetic energy of~30 eV is sufficient to overcome the reaction barrier on NHS-SAM, and the reactive landing efficiency remains constant over a fairly broad range of kinetic energies [34] . In contrast with peptide ions that showed measurable decline of the reactive landing efficiency at higher kinetic energies (>80 eV) [34] , similar reactive landing efficiency was obtained for dendrimer ions in charge states in a range of 1 to 7 deposited onto NHS-SAM at nominal collision energies in a range of 30 to 120 eV [36] . It is reasonable to assume that for the relatively high kinetic energy and size of projectile ions used in this study, the reactive landing efficiency of peptide and protein ions also is independent of ion's collision energy. Chemical dynamics simulations could be used to test this hypothesis [29, 66] .
Typical 13+ on NHS-SAM are shown in Figure 1 , and timeresolved IRRAS spectra are shown in Supplementary Figure S1 . IRRAS spectra reported in this study were acquired using spectra of unmodified SAMs obtained prior to each ion deposition as a background. Negative signals observed in the spectra correspond to the depletion of the characteristic NHS-SAM bands following ion deposition. Specifically, the bands corresponding to the stretching vibration of the succinimidyl carbonyl groups at 1752 cm −1 and the asymmetric CNC stretching of the NHS at 1221 cm −1 are suppressed during the reactive landing experiment [34] [35] [36] . Positive signals correspond to the characteristic amide I, amide II, and amide III vibrations of gramicidin S and ubiquitin. Another band around 1740 cm −1 , marked with an asterisk in Figure 1 , is observed for both species as a shoulder on the negative C=O stretching band of the NHS group. This band is absent in the spectra of diamine and smaller dendrimer ions but is clearly present at lower abundance in the spectrum of the 4+ charge state of the generation 2 PAMAM dendrimer shown in Figure 1 for comparison.
To understand the origin of this band, we performed reactive landing experiments using COF-SAM as a deposition target. The C=O stretch of this activated SAM is shifted to 1831 cm
and does not overlap with the unassigned band [35] . Figure 2 shows the IRRAS spectra obtained after deposition of [GS + 2H] 2+ and [U + 5H] 5+ on COF-SAM, along with the spectrum of the unmodified surface. Similar to NHS-SAM, we observe the depletion of the C=O stretch of COF-SAM due to ion deposition and the growth of the characteristic amide vibrational bands. Another new band at 1713 cm −1 appears in the spectrum of both gramicidin S and ubiquitin on COF-SAM as a shoulder of the amide I band. The origin of this band is discussed in detail later herein.
Fitting the time-resolved IRRAS data across the 1000-2200 cm −1 range using a sum of nine Lorentzian functions (basis functions) was performed as described in detail in the . Table 1 summarizes the band positions and relative intensities averaged over all of the time-resolved IRRAS spectra obtained on NHS-SAM. The IRRAS signal in the 1710-1760 cm −1 range was reproduced using three basis functions. The shape of the amide I band was adequately reproduced using two basis functions, whereas only one basis function was used for each of the remaining bands. For all three projectile ions, the dominant band in the IRRAS spectra corresponds to the stretching vibration of the NHS carbonyl groups at 1752 cm −1
. Consistent with our previous work, two bands corresponding to the α-helix (1663 cm −1 ) and parallel β-sheet (1676 cm 2+ on NHS-SAM is broader than the corresponding band of the α-helical Ac-A 15 K peptide on the same surface [45] , indicating that several secondary structure motifs contribute to the observed IRRAS signal. The presence of helical conformations of gramicidin S on NHS-SAM is unexpected as this peptide is known to assume an antiparallel β-sheet conformation in the condensed phase [67] . The shape of the amide I band in the IRRAS spectrum of soft-landed [GS + 2H] 2+ is also quite different from the infrared spectrum reported for this ion in the gas phase [68] , suggesting that the secondary structure of deposited gramicidin S is different from its gas-phase structure. Finally, we note that the position of the amide I band of gramicidin S on NHS-SAM is blue-shifted by more than 10 cm −1 in comparison with FSAM [35] , suggesting that interactions with the NHS-SAM surface have a pronounced effect on the conformation of this peptide. Detailed understanding of the effect of the surface on the secondary structure of gramicidin S is outside the scope of this manuscript. Meanwhile, the major amide I components of ubiquitin on NHS-SAM are consistent with those observed in our previous study [60] . Furthermore, the peak at~1270 cm −1 in the amide III region of the ubiquitin spectra most likely corresponds to random coils or β-turns [69, 70] observed in our previous study for ubiquitin ions soft-landed onto COOH-SAM [60] .
In addition to the amide bands of the deposited peptide and protein ions, three new bands positioned around 1745 cm , and 1457 cm −1 are clearly distinguished using curve fitting. For example, fitting the experimental data allowed us to separate the newly formed 1745 cm −1 and 1729 cm −1 from the negative NHS band at 1752 cm −1 (shown in Figure 3 ). The location of the 1745 cm −1 and 1729 cm
bands is consistent with the stretching vibration of the nonhydrogen-bonded and hydrogen-bonded carbonyl groups of COOH, respectively [71] . The 1457 cm −1 band may be attributed to the carboxylate (COO − ) group [71, 72] . Notably, the relative abundance of these three bands is similar for all projectile ions, indicating that the formation of these bands is not sensitive to the size, composition, and conformation of peptide or protein species. Although acidic side chains could contribute to the presence of these bands, their contribution to the spectrum of [GS + 2H] 2+ can be ruled out because gramicidin S does not contain carboxyl groups. Similarly, covalent bond are shown as blue, green, and orange traces, respectively formation through reactions of other side chains (e.g., serine or arginine) with NHS-SAM can be ruled out due to the absence of any reactive side chains in gramicidin S. The appearance of the 1745 cm −1 band also could be attributed to the red shift in the position of the 1752 cm −1 band of the NHS group stemming from noncovalent interactions with the deposited species. Based on the preceding discussion, we propose that detachment of the NHS group due to reactive landing of gramicidin S and ubiquitin is not always followed by covalent bond formation between the projectile and the surface. Instead, a fraction of collisions results in a process analogous to hydrolysis of the NHS ester bond in solution. Furthermore, the presence of COO − groups indicates partial proton transfer from the newly formed COOH groups to the deposited species. The efficiency of ester hydrolysis during reactive landing of peptides and proteins is surprisingly high in comparison with the efficiency observed for dendrimer ions (Figure 1) . Thus, based on our discussion, it follows that the observed depletion of the NHS band at 1752 cm −1 results from at least two competing processes: ester hydrolysis and covalent bond formation.
In comparison with NHS-SAM, the band at 1745 cm −1 is not observed on COF-SAM (Figure 2 is~25% of the major amide I band at 1668 cm −1 . Meanwhile, the relative abundance of the carboxylate band formed on this surface is~34% of the major amide I at 1668 cm −1 . These values are comparable to the relative abundances of the 1729 cm −1 and 1457 cm −1 bands observed using NHS-SAM as a deposition target. We propose that the band at 1713 cm −1 corresponds to the hydrogenbonded carbonyl stretching band. The shift in this band's position from 1729 cm −1 for NHS-SAM to 1713 cm −1 for COF-SAM indicates stronger hydrogen bonding interactions between COOH groups formed on COF-SAM during reactive landing experiments compared with NHS-SAM. The absence of the 1745 cm −1 band in the spectra of gramicidin S and ubiquitin on COF-SAM could be attributed either to the unfavorable orientation of the newly formed COOH groups or to the absence of the non-hydrogen-bonded COOH groups on this surface. Alternatively, it could indicate that the 1745 cm
band on the NHS-SAM surface originates from the red shift in the position of the 1752 cm −1 NHS band due to interactions between the deposited species and the surface. Regardless of the band's origin, the presence of two other bands characteristic of the carboxyl group on both NHS-SAM and COF-SAM surfaces is consistent with the alternative mechanism of reactive landing that does not result in the covalent bond formation between the projectile ion and the surface. Interestingly, related infrared bands have been reported for polylysine adsorbed onto NHS-SAM from solution [73] .
In our previous study, the reaction extent was estimated based on depletion of the NHS band at 1753 cm −1 relative to the absorbance of this band prior to ion deposition [36] . Figure 4 shows the dependence of NHS band depletion on the number of ) dendrimer ions are included for comparison. Similar to previously published data, the NHS band depletion is a linear function of the number of deposited ions [35, 36] . However, the NHS band depletion observed in this study is more efficient compared with the data obtained for dendrimer ions. For example, although gramicidin S contains two amino groups available for reaction, it shows a similar rate of NHS band depletion as DEN G 0 that contains four amino groups. Furthermore, the NHS band depletion observed for ubiquitin (seven amino groups) is similar to the depletion reported for DEN G 3 (32 amino groups). As discussed earlier, two competing processes contribute to the NHS band depletion in reactive landing of peptide and protein ions. The efficiency of the covalent bond formation was estimated by subtracting the absorbance of the dominant band at 1745 cm −1 from the absolute absorbance of the 1753 cm −1 band. The relative reaction efficiency is given by the slope of the linear plot of the absolute absorbance of the NHS band corrected for the contribution of the major COOH band. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the relative reaction efficiency on the number of amino groups available for reaction. The results obtained in this study for the covalent attachment of gramicidin S and ubiquitin to NHS-SAM are consistent with previously published data [36] . Specifically, the reaction efficiency shows a linear increase with increases in the number of NH 2 groups, indicating that similar to dendrimers, reactive landing of peptides and proteins results in the formation of multiple amide bonds with NHS-SAM. Of note, there is a measurable difference in the covalent binding efficiency of [ [65] .
Conclusions
Reactive landing of gramicidin S and ubiquitin ions onto activated SAMs terminated with labile NHS and COF groups was studied using mass-selected ion deposition coupled with surface characterization by time-resolved in situ IRRAS. Similar to our previous studies, ion deposition resulted in the depletion of the carbonyl stretching bands of NHS-SAM and COF-SAM surfaces. For dendrimer ions, this depletion was attributed to the formation of a covalent bond between the projectile ion and the surface. However, for gramicidin S and ubiquitin examined in this study, the observed depletion of the characteristic surface bands was attributed to the competition between the covalent bond formation and displacement of the SAM's labile end group. The latter process results in the formation of new bands corresponding to the C=O stretching vibrations of COOH and COO − and resembles ester hydrolysis in solution. These observations can be rationalized assuming that the reaction occurs in a stepwise manner. The first step involves cleavage of the NHS ester bond that most likely occurs during collision, whereas the second step involves either the covalent bond formation or loss of a water molecule from the deposited species to the surface. The efficiency of covalent bond formation observed for gramicidin S and ubiquitin follows the same linear increase with the number of available amino groups as the one reported for dendrimer ions. We also observed the effect of the protein conformation on reactive landing efficiency. Specifically, lower covalent bond formation efficiency was observed for the more compact conformation of ubiquitin, in which some lysine side chains are protected from the reactive group by the secondary structure and hydrogen bonding interactions. These results have provided new insights on key processes that occur during reactive landing of peptides and proteins onto activated SAMs. Chemical dynamics simulations highlighted in recent reviews could provide additional insights on the structures of reactively landed peptides and proteins along with ester hydrolysis at the time of collision [29, 66] . 
